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Bolon’s initial product was revolutionary at the 

time – and it characterised a desire to lead 

rather than follow. The man who lit the spark 

was our founder, Nils-Erik Eklund. Today, his 

grand daughters Annica and Marie continue to 

carry the torch. Since they took over the company 

from their parents, in 2003, they have been on a 

mission – to make Bolon a design-led innovator 

and fuse the conservative flooring branch with 

the boundless creativity of the world of fashion 

and interior design. 

THE STORY OF BOLON
Over 60 years ago, an idea was born in Sweden. 
Textile waste would become rag rugs – and our 
journey had begun.

In 2017, our whole research and development 

process will be in sharp focus. While this 

represents a new perspective, designing and 

producing beautiful, functional products is still 

our vision – but at Bolon, we understand that 

there is more than one route to any destination. 

Furthermore, our history tells us that courage 

and a desire to think differently are the elements 

that drive us to these places.

A new year and new challenges – we wouldn’t 

have it any other way. And as always, we’d be very 

happy if you joined us.
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Our R&D, design, production, marketing, sales, 

distribution and warehousing activities are 

based at our head office in Ulricehamn – we even 

produce our own raw materials there.  

This strategy of centralisation allows us to create 

expertise across the entire value chain as well as 

encouraging flexibility and innovation. 

These values set Bolon apart – together with our 

history and Swedish roots, our passion for design 

and our groundbreaking collaborations.  

We challenge tradition and conventional thinking. 

100% MADE IN SWEDEN
Every one of our collections is developed,  
designed and manufactured in Sweden –  
with no exceptions. 

We invest in the future through projects like our 

onsite recycling plant and newly extended factory. 

Whatever it takes, we are committed to the  

creation and production of flooring that is truly 

one of a kind.
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At Bolon, product development usually starts 

with experimentation and a vision, however it can 

sometimes be born out of collaborative projects. 

Customised products can also lead us to new 

creative destinations. What it isn’t, however, is a 

linear journey. There are twists and turns – but 

we wouldn’t have it any other way, because it’s in 

those unplanned detours that the true spirit of 

innovation expresses itself.

Designing flooring is complex and demands a 

balance between aesthetics and pragmatism.  

As soon as a vision is physically defined, technical 

considerations come into play. Does it meet dura-

bility standards? Is it easy to clean and maintain? 

These are demands design must support – if this 

isn’t the case, we go back to the drawing board.

RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT
Research and development at Bolon reflects 
both our curiosity and our fearless approach to 
experimentation and developing our business. 

At Bolon, these issues can be tackled much more 

easily as our production and R & D team are in 

the same building. Another consequence of this 

is that our creative process is very hands-on and 

truly organic. In our design studio, we have full 

control over project development and carry out 

our own material sourcing – and on the production 

floor, we often ask ‘what can we get this machine 

to do that it hasn’t done before?’ 

But where does this desire to innovate lead us?  

In our world, it creates a platform for creative 

development. It encourages us to invest in and  

explore the boundaries of new looms. And eventually, 

it leads to beautiful flooring of singular character. 
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SUSTAINABILITY AND CERTIFICATIONS

• Our products hold BREEAM, CE, Greentag,    

   Floorscore, BASTA, Best Practice PVC 

 certifications and more. ISO 9001 and 

 ISO 14001 for our processes.

• Our onsite recycling plant creates recycled  

 material from waste – by the end of 2017, 

 all our vinyl flooring will feature this material.

• They contain no added phthalates. 

• We only use modern, safe, high-quality PVC.

BOLON SUPPORT - FOR LONGER, MORE EFFECTIVE 
PRODUCT LIFE

• Our support program helps you find the right    

product for your demands.

• An installation guide ensures you fit the flooring  

in the correct way.

• The program also includes tips on how to apply       

simple, cost effective maintenance routines.

THE PERFORMANCE  
BEHIND THE AESTHETICS
Durable, safe and easy to care for. When it comes 
to performance, our woven vinyl flooring is a proven 
success and can be used in diverse environments 
with complete confidence. 

A SMARTER INVESTMENT 

• Bolon flooring is easy to care for – 99% of 

cleaning tasks can be accomplished with soap,   

water, a brush and a vacuum cleaner.

• Every Bolon product delivers long life and is   

supplied with either a 10 or 15-year guarantee.

• All our flooring holds EN685 durability class 32  

or 33 making it a much more robust solution for  

all environments, even areas of high foot traffic.

• In terms of fire classification, every Bolon 

collection fulfils the criteria of the EN13501-1   

reaction to fire standard, receiving a Bfl-s1       

classification. This ensures it meets international  

safety requirements for office, public areas,   

hotels and other buildings.
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Bolon By You; Field Grey Dusty Pink

FLOORING COLLECTIONS

• Our offer comprises 11 collections, including     

   Bolon Original, collaborations with Missoni and  

   new for 2017, Jean Nouvel Design. 

• Our collections are available in rolls and several  

   kinds of tiles - ask your Bolon representative for     

   details of collection specific offers.

• Within each collection, colour variations offer  

   even more design diversity.

• Our collections reflect every taste, from sober,  

   understated, classic elegance to vibrant, colourful    

   visual dynamism – and much more in between. 

FUNCTIONAL BY NATURE, 
VERSATILE BY DESIGN
Within our collections, you’ll find any number 
of innovative ideas and expressions, every one 
of which allows for the creative development of 
flooring as an architectural design material.

BOLON BY YOU

• This versatile collection lets architects and 

   designers create bespoke flooring.

• With six roll patterns, three tile patterns, four  

   warp colours and twelve weft colours, hundreds  

   of potential designs can be created.

• Bolon By You offers new possibilities in terms  

   of using our flooring as a defining architectural  

   element.

BOLON TILES 

• Created for multiple areas, our tile variations  

   represent an opportunity to add a personal       

   touch to an interior space.

• Flexible and versatile, the collection offers 

   different shapes and unlimited design potential.



Bolon Graphic; Texture Black
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This investment is the latest in a long line of 

proactive steps designed to reduce the  

environmental impact of our products and  

manufacturing processes. In addition to recycling 

our own waste and using it in our flooring, we 

also recycle waste from other industries. Our first 

collection to use material from the plant is Flow 

– and it results in the end product compromising 

up to 33% recycled material.

We are commited to create products that respect 

the environment from several perspectives:

1. Exceed legislation 

2. Efficient production using renewable energy 

3. Purchasing practices

4. Eliminating use of hazardous substances

5. Product recycling 

6. Energy recovery from non-recyclable products 

7.  Anticipating future legislation

100% MADE IN SWEDEN 

As well as the obvious environmental benefits in 

terms of transport and logistics, this also allows 

us to have full control over production processes. 

BOLON GREEN –
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS
We are proud to operate our own, onsite recycling 
plant. The purpose of this facility is to enable us 
to create recycled material from waste and use  
it in our products.

NO ADDED PHTHALATES

On our own initiative and after a long consultation 

process with industry experts, we have phased 

out the use of phthalates from all our collections. 

HIGH-QUALITY RAW MATERIALS  

We only source and use modern, safe high-quality  

PVC – without exception.

CONTINUOUS WASTE AND SPILL MONITORING 

In terms of waste and spill material, we continuously  

monitor our performance. In turn, this positively 

affects water and energy consumption. 

COOLING WATER  

We only use locally drawn groundwater for 

cooling purposes. Our entire factory, warehouse, 

offices and every machine they contain are wa-

ter-cooled. 

ADVANCED FILTER SYSTEM 

The backing process our flooring goes through 

produces fumes. To deal with this, we have 

installed a filter cleaning system that removes 

98% of fumes.
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GOLVBRANSCHENS
KRETSLOPPSMÄRKNING

ISO 9001 and 14001 indicate 
that our quality and environ-
mental control system for 
processes fulfils international 
standards.

BASTA indicates that our 
flooring accelerates the 
phasing out of dangerous 
substances from construction 
products.

Our Greentag rating covers 
social responsibility,product 
eco-friendly composition, 
VOC emissions and durability.

We have an A+ to A BREEAM 
rating, the worlds’ foremost 
environmental assessment 
method.

Floorscore contributes to  
a higher LEED rating.  
Bolon is certified for indoor 
air quality (emissions).

Our product meets CE 
labelling requirements as 
specified in CPD directives 
for safety, health and  
environment.

Our products content decla-
rations including chemicals 
are registered with the 
flooring industry central 
database in Sweden.

LIFE CYCLE ANALYZE  FOR RAW MATERIAL

A volountary system for 
conveyin environmental 
information about build 
products. The assessment 
gives us the highest rating - 
Recommended.

Ernst and Young has certified 
Bolon as conforming 
with Best Practice PVC 
environmental guidelines. 
Bolon’s PVC suppliers and 
their raw materials attained 
have been assessed for 
production to the highest 
environmental standards.

WORLD-CLASS 
CERTIFICATIONS
Our products and processes are covered by some 
of the industry’s most demanding certifications. 
This means they can be used with complete 
peace of mind for their entire lifetime.

INDOOR AIR

M1 stands for low emissions.
The classification presents 
emission requirements for 
the building materials used 
in ordinary work spaces and 
residences with respect to 
good indoor air quality.

LIFE CYCLE ANALYZE FOR FLOORING

PROCESSOTHER

All our collections are listed 
in the healthy materials 
database, which is a requi-
rement for being prescribed 
in Google’s buildings.

Bolon flooring are recom-
mended by The Norwegian 
Asthma and Allergy Asso-
ciation. NAAF is committed 
to improving the wellbeing 
of those diagnosed with 
asthma and allergies.

HEALTH

We are a member of the 
Swedish Flooring Industry 
recycling and waste  
management program.

COLLABORATIONS

Classification of low emission 
for indoor air quality.  
According to French  
regulation on VOC.
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Bolon By Jean Nouvel Design; No. 4

1. SELECT TO REFLECT YOUR DEMANDS

To extend product life and enjoy a stimulating, 

safe environment, choosing the right flooring is 

vital. We can help you define your needs from 

both a practical and aesthetic perspective,  

ensuring you achieve this.

2. CORRECT INSTALLATION

Installing your Bolon flooring correctly makes a 

major contribution to its product life and ability 

to deliver the benefits you expect. Your Bolon 

representative can help you find an installation 

expert who can provide this vital service.

BOLON SUPPORT 
Caring is a value we hold dear at Bolon – about 
our employees, our history, the environment and 
the products we sell. However, we also understand 
that our obligation to care goes further than this. 

3. SIMPLER MAINTENANCE 

Compared with its competitors, cleaning and  

maintaining Bolon flooring is both simpler and 

more cost effective. 

•  Small areas can be cleaned manually,  

    we recommend vacuum cleaning for the 

    daily cleaning.

•  The floor should be cleaned mechanically at   

    the frequency required by the environment.

•  Always follow the machine’s instructions.

•  Incorrect use of the machine can damage  

    the floor.

4. CLEANING DETAILS

Bolon.com/en/support/cleaning provides detailed 

information on daily, manual and mechanical 

cleaning as well as general tips and advice on  

removing stains – all of which can be done 

without using harmful chemical agents. 



Bolon By You; Stripe, Black, Steel Grey
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DECO HEXAGON

WING SCALE RECTANGLE

WAVE

TRIANGLE 650

BOLON STUDIOTM

Bolon StudioTM are a ‘weave on demand’ item. In 

other words, we never have them in stock as they 

are created on demand for specific projects.  

They are supplied in the forms – Deco, Hexagon, 

Rectangle, Scale, Triangle, Wing and new for 

2017, Wave.

Within the range, both strict graphic forms 

and softer, more organic shapes are featured. 

Together with innovative use of our selected 

collections, this wide spectrum of forms allows 

for the creation of a huge diversity of interiors. 

Furthermore, mixing and matching patterns and 

experimenting with different laying styles can 

also lead to unique and visually exciting results.

Designed for diverse areas, Bolon Tiles optimise 
the creative potential of our flooring. Their  
aesthetic versatility allows architects and  
interior designers to devise more specific 
solutions for their projects. 

BOLON STANDARD TILES

Our standard tiles – tiles not offered under the 

Studio concept – are readily available in stock. 

They are slightly thicker than our Studio forms 

and can be ordered in 50 x 50 cm format and as 

Planks. Our standard tiles also works excellent for 

raised floors.

Please contact us or speak to your local Bolon 

representative if you require more details or wish 

to place an order. 

BOLON TILES – BEAUTY 
COMES IN MANY FORMS
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Bolon StudioTM  Wing; Artisan Ecru, Silence Gracious, Ocular, Now Silver Bolon StudioTM Scale; Ethnic Gabna, Abisko, Bkb Sisal Plain Black 



NEW FOR 2017 – Bolon StudioTM  Wave; Now Anthracite, Bkb Sisal Plain Black 
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GRAPHIC
Bolon Graphic; Checked

ETCH

106 212106 216 106 213106 217 106 214106 218 106 215106 219

STRING

CHECKED

102 815102 773 102 814102 772 102 813102 771 102 812102 770

DRAW MACHE

TEXTURE BLACK TEXTURE GREY HERRINGBONE BLACK HERRINGBONE BEIGE

103 597 103 735 103 230 103 226

TEXTURE BEIGE NEW YORK LONDON

103 746 102 806 102 803

GRADIENT

103 595 103 642

BOLON ORIGINALTM

Graphic is our designer flooring solution created for high-traffic 

environments such as offices, retail outlets or other busy public 

spaces. The collection is particularly appreciated in spaces where 

an exciting, contemporary look and high levels of performance 

must be harmonised with classic, sober ambience. 

• New for 2017, planks added in 4 articles

• Smooth, low friction surface

• Available in six patterns

• Contains no added phthalates

• Full environmental certification 

• 15-year warranty

• Durability class 33 – Heavy Commercial

Part of pattern

Part of pattern



PROJECTS WE LOVE

Project   Sector Alarm    
City/country Gothenburg, Sweden
Architect  View Project  
Collection   Graphic Checked 
Area   500 m2

Year  2015
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ARTISAN
Bolon Artisan; Petroleum

COAL

105 352106 207 106 208106 210 106 209106 211

SLATE

102 790102 740 102 789102 739 102 788102 738

ECRU

PETROLEUM FUCHSIA MALACHITE

103 591

IVORY

MOTLEY

103 741103 594103 592 103 639103 637 103 573103 571

BOLON ORIGINALTM

Artisan respectfully draws its inspiration from the traditional 

craftsmanship of the past, combining this with the exciting new 

possibilities offered by modern weaving technology. 

• New for 2017, planks added in 3 articles

• Strong, vibrant colours

• Available in two patterns

• Available in Bolon StudioTM

• High dirt and wear resistance, long service life

• Contains no added phthalates

• Full environmental certification 

• 15-year warranty

• Durability class 33 – Heavy Commercial



PROJECTS WE LOVE

Project   RMS Parramatta    
City/country Sydney, Australia
Architect  GHD Woodhead 
Collection   Artisan Coal,  Malachite,  
  Slate 
Area   1000 m2

Year  2016
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CREATE
Bolon Create; Struo

STRUERE FACESSO

105 061 105 069 105 075105 060 105 079105 068

CONVERSO INDUCTO

FORMATO AGERE COMAR FACIO

STRUO FABRICO

105 065 105 067

105 063

105 077105 064 105 078105 066

105 076105 062

BOLON ORIGINALTM

A true world’s first in designer flooring Create has a profiled yarn 

– a thread with a textured surface that can be used for jacquard 

weave. This method lets the floor create three-dimensional and 

light reflecting effects that bring any interior environment to life. 

• 3D and light reflecting qualities bring flooring to life

• Available in two patterns

• Selected articles from Create are available in Bolon StudioTM

• High wear resistance, long service life

• Contains no added phthalates

• Full environmental certification 

• 15-year warranty

• Durability class 33 – Heavy Commercial

Part of pattern



PROJECTS WE LOVE

Project   Accenture Amsterdam    
City/country Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Architect  CBRE Design  
Collection   Bolon StudioTM Wing 
  Create Inducto
Area   1040 m2

Year  2016
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SILENCE
Bolon Silence; Illuminate, Ocular, Sense

MOTION VIBRATION

PULSE RHYTHM

GRACIOUS SENSE BALANCE

103 694 103 693

103 695 103 696

103 760103 766 103 759103 765 103 758103 764 103 757103 763

103 703, 104 072106 220 103 704, 104 047106 221 103 705, 104 073106 222 103 706, 104 074106 223** * *

VISUAL

ILLUMINATE OCULAR

103 755103 761 103 756103 762

103 707, 104 075106 065 103 708, 104 076106 224* *

BOLON ORIGINALTM

Silence is a sober, elegant flooring collection characterised by warm 

colours. Among its mesmerising patterns, you will find influences 

including historical textiles and classic, traditional wooden parquet 

patterns. 

• New for 2017, rolls added in 6 articles

• Unique weaving technology creates 3D effects, depth 

 and structure

• Available in two patterns

• Tiles 50 x 50 cm are available with Impact Sound Insulation  

 backing 17dB

• Contains no added phthalates

• Full environmental certification 

• 15-year warranty

• Durability class 33 – Heavy Commercial

*Silence tiles with Impact Sound Insulation backing 17dB

Part of pattern



PROJECTS WE LOVE

Project   CIMA   
City/country London, UK
Architect  IDEA  
Collection   Silence Gracious, Ocilar,  
  Visual, Balance, Sense
Area   380 m2

Year  2015
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FLOW
Bolon Flow; Shell

ALGA CORAL

SHELL STREAM

104 167104 163 104 166104 162

104 168104 164 104 165104 161

BOLON ORIGINALTM

Flow is our first collection to use recycled material in its backing. 

This results in the end product comprising up to 33% recycled 

material. Flow’s transparent warp allows the soft, pastel colours in 

the weave to shine through creating a shimmering, watercolour vista.

• Transparent warp allows weave colours to shine through

• Features soft, pastel shades

• Available in Bolon StudioTM

• Comprises 33% recycled material

• Contains no added phthalates

• Full environmental certification 

• 10-year warranty

• Durability class 32 – General Commercial

Part of pattern



PROJECTS WE LOVE

Project   Space Showroom   
City/country Australia
Architect  Inhouse  
Collection   Flow Coral 
Area   1200 m2

Year  2016
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ETHNIC
Bolon Ethnic; Gabna

SAIVO GABNA

AKKA KEBNE

103 559 103 562

102 759 102 758

KAISE ABISKO

102 762 102 807102 763

BOLON ORIGINALTM

In the north of our home country, Sweden, the culture, natural 

light and beauty are quite unique. Ethnic harnesses this feeling, 

creating striking patterns using colours reminiscent of earth, stone 

and rock and adding a futuristic metallic shimmer that suggests 

Nordic light.

• Harmonises with a multitude of interior styles

• Classic tweed feeling

• Available in two patterns

• Available in Bolon StudioTM

• Contains no added phthalates

• Full environmental certification 

• 10-year warranty

• Durability class 32 – General Commercial



PROJECTS WE LOVE

Project   Varner    
City/country Oslo, Norway
Architect  LINK Arkitekter + 
  LPO Arkitekter 
Collection   Ethnic Kaise 
Area   8100 m2

Year  2015
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BKB
Bolon Bkb; Sisal Plain Steel

SISAL PLAIN BLACK METALLIC ALPHA

102 798*102 753 102 801102 757 102 795*102 750 102 754

SISAL PLAIN BROWN SISAL PLAIN HAZEL

SISAL PLAIN GRANITE METALLIC GAMMA SISAL NATUR BLACK SISAL PLAIN BEIGE

102 796102 751 102 800*  102 756 102 799102 755 102 791102 745

SISAL PLAIN STEEL SISAL PLAIN MOLE SISAL PLAIN SAND SISAL PLAIN SEAGRASS

102 797*102 752 102 794*102 749 102 793102 748 102 792*102 746

BOLON ORIGINALTM

The collection offers a broad colour palette, characterised by natural 

notes, a feature that optimises design versatility. This combines with 

a classically stylish pattern and a soft, textile feel and structure to 

create flooring of timeless attraction.

• Broad colour palette optimises design versatility

• Available in Bolon StudioTM

• Contains no added phthalates

• Full environmental certification 

• 10-year warranty

• Durability class 32 – General Commercial
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BOTANIC
Bolon Botanic; Ivy

LOTUS VIVA

102 665 102 820102 668 102 823102 671 102 673

TILIA CILIA

AVENA IRIS PICEA OSIER

102 666 102 981102 669 102 824102 672 102 826102 674

PYRUS IVY

102 667 102 980102 670

102 825

BOLON ORIGINALTM

Botanic reflects the amazing diversity and detail of our planets  

organic architecture. The collection’s colour range, also taken from  

the vegetable kingdom, features muted, rich earth tones combined 

with bright accents in yellow and green. 

• Remarkable textile-like feel

• Available in two patterns

• Available in Bolon StudioTM

• Contains no added phthalates

• Full environmental certification 

• 10-year warranty

• Durability class 32 – General Commercial



Project   Stockmann Department  
  Store    
City/country Helsinki, Finland
Architect  Stockmann Oyj  
Collection   Bolon By You Grid Grey Sand  
  Gloss, Silence Vibration 
Area   1700 m2

Year  2016

PROJECTS WE LOVE

Project   Förbo HQ   
City/country Mölnlycke, Sweden
Architect  Nordström Kelly Arkitekter  
Collection   Bolon StudioTM Triangle  
  Botanic Ivy, Cilia, Tilia,   
  Picea
Area   100 m2

Year  2016

PROJECTS WE LOVE
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NOW
Bolon StudioTM Triangle Now; Anthracite, Champagne, Tangerine, Carnation, Cerulean

ANTHRACITE SILVER

102 818102 768 102 817102 767

CHAMPAGNE

CARNATION TANGERINE CERULEAN

103 652 103 651

102 819102 769

103 714

BOLON ORIGINALTM

If a space needs to be characterised by luxury, opulence and  

drama, Now is the perfect collection to add this dynamic.  

Streaks of metallic shimmer in the weave, creating visually  

powerful environments while its characteristics deliver exciting 

interiors and an expressive yet uniform whole. 

• Basic floor with metallic design tones

• Visually powerful – architectonic

• Available in Bolon StudioTM

• Contains no added phthalates

• Full environmental certification 

• 10-year warranty

• Durability class 32 – General Commercial
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Bolon By Jean Nouvel Design; No. 06

Bolon By Jean Nouvel Design; No. 02

NEW FOR 2017 – Created in collaboration with acclaimed French 

architect Jean Nouvel, this collection is the result of 2 years of 

innovative product development. Countless small details have 

been refined and 150 woven samples evaluated – and the result 

is a handmade industrial flooring product with singular contem-

porary style and a strong architectural presence. 

• Handmade industrial flooring with a strong architectural presence

• Available in 6 designs in rolls with 2 also available as tiles

• Contains no added phthalates

• Full environmental certification

• 15-year warranty

• Durability Class 33 – Heavy Commercial

A separate folder with more details and images of this collection is 

available – please ask your Bolon representative for more details 

or visit bolon.com

BOLON BY  
JEAN NOUVEL DESIGN



Bolon By Jean Nouvel Design; No. 01
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Bolon By Missoni; Flame Black

Bolon By Missoni; Zigzag Aubergine

Taking design cues from Missoni’s classic patterns – including 

their signature Zigzag – and highlighting warm, passionate  

colours, our collaborative collection exudes joy and confidence. 

The depth of design character and warm, textile feeling this  

creates make it ideal for interior projects with ambitions to  

stand out from the crowd.

• Intensely colourful collection 

• Designed by Missoni

• Available in four patterns

• Contains no added phthalates

• Full environmental certification 

• 15-year warranty

• Durability class 33 – Heavy Commercial

A separate folder with more details and images of this collection is 

available – please ask your Bolon representative for more details 

or visit bolon.com

BOLON BY MISSONI
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Bolon By You; Stripe, Black, Peach Orange

Bolon By You; Dot, Black, Peacock Green

Bolon By You is a versatile flooring collection that gives architects 

and designers the opportunity to create tailored products using 

an interactive design tool on bolon.com. By choosing from nine 

specially created patterns, four warp colours and twelve new weft 

colours, the collection represents the chance to design bespoke 

flooring that reflects project specific demands.

•  Create bespoke flooring

•  Available in nine patterns, six in rolls and three in tiles, 

 four warp and twelve weft colours

• Contains no added phthalates

•  Full environmental certification 

•  15-year warranty

•  Durability class 33 – Heavy Commercial

A separate folder with more details and images of this collection is 

available – please ask your Bolon representative for more details 

or visit bolon.com/bby

BOLON BY YOU
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Bolon Silence; Illuminate Bolon Silence; Illuminate

SUPPORT AND SERVICE 

To ensure you receive the best possible support, 

we work with skilled local partners.  

Our representatives are located in many countries 

and in certain areas we also stock products.  

As well as providing sales assistance, many of 

our local partners can offer integrated solutions 

for installation and maintenance. 

SUPPORT AND SERVICE, 
WHEREVER YOU ARE
We are based in Sweden - but our reach and our 
products are truly global. With representatives 
across five continents, a Bolon customer is never 
far from help.

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

From architect offices in Scandinavia to exclusive 

commercial and hotel premises in Europe and 

eye-catching retail outlets in the Far East – the 

list of satisfied Bolon customers continues to 

grow and we would like you to join them. Please 

visit bolon.com for more product information or 

to find your local Bolon representative. 

Bolon is not responsible for any printing errors.
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